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‘Procrastination’   

Shooting Script 

The script was broken down into locations. This also gave me the opportunity to organise shots into 

groups, as there are some that repeat and it would be pointless to shoot them twice. 

 

Shot Description of Scene Audio 

 Song plays over film from scene 7 onwards (if required song can switch at shot 40) 

ECU Laptop Screen 

6 Mouse moves across screen to click on ITunes Mouse click 

7 CU pressing the ITunes play button Song starts full volume – 

no gradual build 

15 Opening the search engine Mouse click 

16 View: the University of Ulster home page 

Mouse moves to click on email 

 

17 View: scrolling through emails 

Clicking on random emails without reading them 

 

18 View: Brief opening in Microsoft Word 

Scrolling down without reading 

 

19 CU of Google search bar 

Half way through typing ‘WIKIPEDIA’ 

Keyboard keys typing 

20 Scrolling through Wikipedia – page relating to brief  

21 Scrolling through Google Images – images relating to brief  

22 Scrolling through Tumblr – random images  

23 View: Facebook main feed page 

Mouse clicks notifications 

Mouse click 

24 Scrolling through a random girls Facebook photos – overlay graphics 

show criticisms in thoughts 
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39, 57 View: Youtube 

CU Youtube search bar, searching for tutorial 

Keys typing 

58 CU Youtube search bar, begins typing and predictive results pop up 

Hesitation, then random result is clicked 

 

59 Footage of Youtube, a Funny Cats video is playing Cat video audio – meows 

and lame music 

 

 

The Hall 

1 LS Zooms along hall toward front door 

Pans upward to the door handle,  

Student enters and passes the camera, cutting off the shot 

 

Keys heard jingling from 

the other side of the door 

2 POV as student moves along hallways, pausing to look in the dirty 

kitchen before panning up to look at the bedroom door number 

Pans down as she puts the key in the lock 

The camera zooms into the lock 

 

 

Keys in the lock 

 

 

The Kitchen 

9 CU Kitchen sink as the kettle is filled from the tap Water pouring from tap 

10, 45, 51 CU of switch on kettle as it is pressed Click of the switch 

11, 46, 53 BEV CU of a tea cup. A tea bag is thrown in and water poured 

from the kettle 

Water poured into cup 

50 CU sink as cold tea is poured away Splashing of tea in sink 

52 CU toaster  as toast is put on Toaster spring 

54 POV of student opening the cutlery drawer 

She searches around for a knife before slamming the drawer 

Cutlery rattling in drawer 

Drawer slamming shut 

55 CU of toast on counter as it is buttered with a spoon Scrape of spoon on toast 
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The Desk 

–  located in the bedroom, it is featured as a separate location case it needs to be moved  for 

lighting purposes 

4 CU of desk. Student enters and throws keys down on desk Sound of keys hitting desk 

5 CU laptop placed on table and top opened Windows start-up bleep 

14 BEV of desk, a cup of tea is placed in the desk 

Camera lingers as titles appear in tea.  

A biscuit is dipped, and the camera zooms out to the POV of the 

Student 

 

14 POV as student looks down at phone to check the time  

31 POV student opens eyes and looks at calendar on the wall, 

before looking down at the desk 

 

32 BEV of a sketchpad on the desk 

Tea is put on the desk and the Student starts sketching 

 

33 BEV the sketchpad, half filled with sketches, the tea is half gone  

34 BEV the sketchpad with page full of sketches, the tea is all gone  

35 BEV Student furiously rubbing out the sketches, and knocking 

the cup over 

Sound of cup hitting desk 

40 POV of Student drawing in sketch pad, a song open on youtube 

on the laptop 

Her phone vibrates off-screen and she turns to look at it, 

hesitates and ignores the call, turning back to the pad, train of 

thought broken 

 

 

Vibration of phone on the 

desktop 

41 POV of Student absent-mindedly pulling thread on her cuff  

42 CU of phone screen, sending snapchats  

44 POV of student drawing on sketchpad, a pencil case visible in 

the corner 

She is turns to look at it for a moment, then turns back, 

realising she doodled dots on the page 

She throws the pencil down and rips the page out 

 

 

 

Pencil hitting desk 
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47 CU of tea cup being placed on desk 

POV pans to sketchpad, then checks time phone 

 

48 CU screen of phone – playing a game Game SFX 

49 POV of Student reaching forward and feeling cold cup of tea  

56 POV of Student resting in desk chair.  

She puts her feet up on the table and looks at laptop 

 

60 Camera pans along desk, showing the sketchpad, empty teacup, 

and scattered pens 

Pans up to the calendar on the wall 

 

61 CU of the days date on the calendar. Holds as overlay graphics 

show final message 

Camera holds as Student reaches in and crosses out the day 

 

Marker squeaking as day 

is crossed out 

 

The Bedroom 

3 CU of the bed as bag is thrown down on bed Bag hitting bed 

8 LS from chair, Student leaving the room and the door closing 

behind her 

Squeak of door 

12 LS from chair of Student entering the room and the door closing 

behind her 

Squeak of door 

13 LS from bed, Student enters and relaxed back in the desk chair Happy sigh from Student 

25 POV of student looking away from laptop and down at phone Phone unlocking 

30 POV of phone, fades to black as Student closes her eyes  

36a 

 

CU of phone from students POV, checking time 

Pan to look out of window 

Music fades as she gets 

distracted 

37 LS of students walking past through the window  

36a, 38 CU of phone, checking time  

43 POV of student opening desk drawer, she put the phone in and 

shuts the drawer 

Drawer slamming shut 

62 LS from bed showing back of student on chair, zooming out  


